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Welcome
Year 9 at Victory Lutheran College is an important year for our
students as they begin to transition into their own personalised
learning journey. Until now, our students have been given a
range of subject offerings through Years 7 and 8 to support
them exploring a wider curriculum with a number of ‘snapshot’
experiences. This is purposeful as we support students making
informed decisions, as they enter Year 9, about their educational
pathways based on their own passions and skills.
Year 9 is an integral stepping stone in each child’s education.
It is a year where unique programs are experienced as part
of the extracurricular program and a time when student
engagement is at the forefront of the teaching and learning
process. Students are encouraged to explore new subjects,
new experiences, new challenges and new programs that they
may not have in the past. As a Victory Year 9 student, they are
required to start developing pathways that will lead them into
their Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) program and their
post-secondary pathways, be it tertiary studies, apprenticeships
or the workforce.
This Handbook, along with the College’s Information Sessions,
allow our 2021 Year 9 students and parents/guardians to gather
the information necessary to start making informed decisions
about the future.
In Year 9, students have choices to make about some of the
subjects they will study. These decisions need to be thought
about in detail and with seriousness, with consideration and
thought for Years 10, 11 and 12.
As you move through the subject selection process I encourage
you to talk with each other, our teaching staff, Careers
Coordinator and our Head of Secondary to gain their advice and
wisdom. Learning has and will continue to be most effective
when there are open and clear channels of communication
between the College and home. As we strive to maintain this
partnership, I encourage you to do likewise and join us on this,
the next journey in your child’s education.
Mr John Thompson
Principal
July 2020

Key Contacts
General Enquiries

02 6057 5859

Head of Secondary

Tim Hartwich

Director of Teaching & Learning Kathryn McAuliffe
Year 9 Pastoral Care Leader

Kareena Musgrave

Careers/VET Coordinator

Janine Hallahan

Christian Studies Coordinator

Jonathan Schmidt

English Coordinator

Lucy Gibbs

Mathematics Coordinator

Cathryn Tooney

Humanities Coordinator

Joel Klemke

Science Coordinator

Michael Leverett

Health/PE Coordinator

Tanya Baker

Arts/Tech/LOTE Coordinator

Andrew Baker

Sport

Tasanee James

Key Dates
YEAR 8 INTO YEAR 9 2021
2020 Date

Event

Details

Monday 20th July
2021 Year 9 Curriculum Guide
		

Available on Cirrus and the College website
Learning Area Presentations

Monday 27th July
‘Q & A’ Zoom sessions
6.30pm – 7.30pm		
		

Students and parents/guardians will be able
to meet with and speak to Teaching &
Learning Leaders over Zoom.

Tuesday 28th July
Web Preferences Open
9.00am		
		

Students can begin selecting preferences
online. They can do this up to four times.
www.selectmysubjects.com.au

Tuesday 4th August Web Preferences Closes
9.00am		
		
		

Students should have completed their final
preferences submission. A printed and
signed receipt should be handed to the
Administration Office.
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Year 9 Curriculum Overview
ELECTIVES AND SUBJECT SELECTION
All Year 9 students undertake the core subjects of English,
Humanities (a semester each of History and Geography),
Mathematics, Science and The Rite Journey (Christian Studies,
Health & PE). In addition, students are able to choose four
semester-based elective subjects (two for each semester).
Electives in Year 9 consist of three lessons a week, per elective.
Year 9 Electives are generally organised into single-semester
units. Students will undertake four electives over the course
of the year. The decision to run an elective class will depend
on student numbers and staff availability.

ARTS

CHRISTIAN STUDIES

It is vital that when choosing electives, that students ensure
they are in preferential order. In other words, that the elective
they would like to do most, is their number 1 preference, their
next preferred elective is number 2 and so on.

English

By Year 9, students should be starting to develop strong time
management and organisational skills. A strong independent
work ethic is essential in Years 10-12, so it is vital that Year
9 sets the standard of expectation for this. Students should
on average complete between 1 and 1.5 hours of not just
homework (learning) but of revision and study on at least
four nights per week.
Parents/Guardians are asked to set boundaries that assist and
encourage students to do this. Without this discipline, the
jump to work requirements and expectations of the VCE
(which students commence in Year 10) can be too great
for some students to adequately adapt to.

LOTE

CORE

P
Indonesian SL		
Drama		
P
Media Arts		
P
MATHEMATICS
Music: Ensemble Performance		
P
Mathematics
P

The Rite Journey

HOME LEARNING

ELECTIVE

2D/3D Art		

It is important to note that electives chosen in Year 9 have no
bearing whatsoever on future pathways for students. They
simply provide new opportunities to engage in areas of their
interest.

Students will also be asked to nominate at least two reserve
preferences. In the event that a class is full or does not run,
or there is a class with another preference, students will
automatically be allocated to one of these reserve subjects.

CORE

ELECTIVE

P

SCIENCE

P

Science

P

P
Gadgets		
P
Forensic Science		

ENGLISH
P

TECHNOLOGY
HEALTH & PHYSICAL
EDUCATION
Health & PE

Design Technology: Timber		
Food Technology

P

Outdoor Education		

P

HUMANITIES
History
Geography

Legit Hoodie Tech		

STEAM

P
P

Like A Boss (Economics)		

Innovative and Immersive Technologies

P
P
P
P

STEAM		
P

P

SELECTING SUBJECTS ONLINE
Each student is required to submit their subject
preference online via the website below:
www.selectmysubjects.com.au
Failure to submit preferences by the due date
(Tuesday 4th August) may result in the student’s
preferences not being considered in the make-up
of subject offerings.
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2D/3D ART

DRAMA

Elective

Elective

Year 9 Art encourages students to expand upon design
skills and experience both two dimensional and three
dimensional art forms. Throughout the course, students
explore various materials, tools and techniques in
imaginative ways. They document their creative thought
processes in visual diaries, recording, interpreting and
evaluating art works from a variety of artistic and design
sources.

In Drama, students explore and depict real and fictional
worlds through the use of body language, gesture and
space to make meaning as performers for their audience.
They create, rehearse, perform and respond to drama.

Students experience a broad range of studio forms such
as drawing, painting, printmaking, mixed media, collage,
ceramics and sculpture. Throughout the course, students
explore and develop ideas from design briefs, accessing
and integrating a wide range of materials, applying
design elements and principles, to problem solve and
achieve design solutions. The course includes Art Gallery
visits, and independent research of art works from
selected artists and designers.
CONTENT
• Drawing and Painting

Year 9 Drama focuses on the Australian Curriculum
strands of Making and Responding. Students explore
ideas, feelings and experiences by collaborating in a
wide range of activities. Students rehearse, refine, share
and perform scripted and student-devised dramatic
works to audiences in both informal and formal settings.
Students describe, analyse and evaluate the elements
and conventions used in their own drama, and drama
produced by others through responding tasks.
CONTENT
• Acting and improvisation skills: vocal projection
and body movement
• Script writing, stagecraft and character
development

• Silk-screening and Stencil Art

THIS SUBJECT FORMS A BASIS FOR

• Sculpture and Ceramics

VCE Drama.

LEVY
The levy for Art is $90 for the semester. This covers all
materials provided by the College.
THIS SUBJECT FORMS A BASIS FOR
VCE Studio Arts.

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 2D 3D Art
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Drama

“Art is not what
you see, but
what you make
others see.”
EDGAR DEGAS
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MEDIA ARTS

ENSEMBLE PERFORMANCE
Elective

Year 9 Media Arts encourages students to expand upon
design skills. Utilising multimedia, students investigate
creative digital technologies, processes and techniques.
Throughout the course, students explore various media
and process information in imaginative ways. They
document their creative thought processes in visual
diaries and electronic portfolios, recording, interpreting
and evaluating design briefs and media products from a
variety of design and mass media sources. In Media Arts,
students develop a variety of multimedia production
skills which may include digital photography, podcasting,
filmmaking, animation and desktop publishing.
Throughout the course, students explore and develop
ideas from design briefs, accessing and integrating a
wide range of materials, applying design elements and
principles, to problem solve and achieve design solutions.
The course includes research of media outlets and analysis
of the design works of selected artists and designers.

Students learn to conduct structured rehearsal to
improve their musical discipline with a strong focus
on ensemble and group performance. Students will
focus on a chosen instrument and perform for a
variety of audiences. This course encourages students
to express, refine, and develop a range of musical
techniques in acoustic and amplified environments.
They will engage in a variety of aural learning
activities including listening and responding to music
and identifying chord and scale qualities.

• Portraiture: Photography
• Magazine Design: Desktop Publishing
• Music Video: Filmmaking

Students will develop their skills and techniques
of writing music using formal notation completing
tasks which are set to match the individuals stage of
learning. This method accepts and responds to the
diverse range of abilities within a music class. They
continue to develop their theoretical and aural skills
in music further deepening their understanding.

PATHWAYS
Year 10 Music Performance, Year 10 Music
Composition for Media, VCE Music Performance
and VCE Music Styles and Composition.
CAREERS
Musician, Film/TV/Video Game Composer,
Marketing Composer, Song Writer, Music
Producer, Sound Designer, Music Journalist, Music
Educator, Audio Technician, Music Arranger/
Editor, Music Therapist, Sound Engineer,
Music Historian, Music Educator, Conductor,
Accompanist, Music Educator, Music Therapist,
and Lyricist.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
• Group and Ensemble Performance
Development
• Musicianship Development
• Musical Listening and Analysis

LEVY

• Aural Perception Development

The levy for Media Arts is $90 for the semester. This covers
all materials provided by the College.

• Performing music applying techniques and
expressions to interpret the composer’s use of
elements of music

THIS SUBJECT FORMS A BASIS FOR

• Practise and rehearse to refine a variety
of performance repertoire with increasing
technical and interpretative skill

VCE Studio Arts.

More Information

MUSIC:

Elective

CONTENT

YEAR 9
The Arts

• Evaluate a range of music and compositions to
inform and refine their own performances

> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Media Arts

PREREQUISITES

> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Music Performance

Prior experience with an instrument and/or vocal
performance is beneficial but not essential.
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THE RITE JOURNEY
Core
The Rite Journey incorporates the subjects of Christian
Studies, Health and Physical Education and is aligned
with the Australian Curriculum. It is a unique educational
program designed to support the development of selfaware, vital, responsible and resilient young adults.
The course is divided into stages and each stage during
the year includes a ceremony or celebration that leads the
students to acknowledge their personal journey towards
adulthood. These events are carefully crafted experiences
that are individualised to best suit the particular needs,
resources and geography of our College.
Throughout the year, students seek to gain points in
personal and group challenges in order to officially
graduate The Rite Journey course. Students completing
additional challenges can graduate with Honours.
Students will be asked, with parent’s advice, to seek a
mentor for the year and work on a project that can be
presented at the end of the year.
MENTORING
As part of The Rite Journey, students are encouraged to
adopt an adult mentor during the year.
CONTENT
In Term 1, students participate in ‘Challenge Week’ and
parents/guardians and mentors will be invited to join
the students in their first ceremony, “The Departure
Ceremony”, to officially begin The Rite Journey.

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 The Rite Journey
> The Rite Journey Overview Handbook

The last week of Term 2 is ‘Service Week’ where students
lead and organise various service activities in the
community.
At the end of Term 3 students will attend ‘The Journey’
which is the Year 9 camp, involving outdoor pursuit
challenges and a ‘Solo Experience’ which is to draw
on individual life skills.

The year ends with parents/guardians and mentors
invited to the evening Graduation Ceremony with the
opportunity for students and mentors to present their
projects.
TIME ALLOCATION
Students have a minimum of 10 lessons for The Rite
Journey every fortnight. Of these, at least 4 will be
movement/practical-based. It should be noted that
participation in practical lessons is compulsory to satisfy
the requirements of the curriculum.

CHRISTIAN
STUDIES
Core
Our LEA Christian Studies curriculum outcomes are
integrated into The Rite Journey program. Throughout
the course, Year 9 students will be encouraged to:
• Analyse Christian beliefs about the responsibilities
of living in relationship with God, self and others
• Reflect on the concept of Christian vocation and
its significance for self and others
• Explore and reflect on the nature of God – Father,
Son and Holy Spirit – as creator and sustainer of
each individual and all things
• Apply Christian beliefs about the intrinsic value of
human life within varying contexts.

“An intelligent
heart acquires
knowledge and
the ear of the wise
seeks knowledge”
PROVERBS 18:15
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ENGLISH
Core
The English course is designed to engage and
challenge students through the close study of a
variety of more demanding literature and film texts.
The reading, writing, listening and speaking skills
nurtured within the programs of the junior years are
further developed and the exploration of a suitable
range of content is another incremental step in the
effective preparation of our students for future years.
The course develops literary and language skills in
the areas of reading, creating, analysis, comparison
and argument. The curriculum reflects the different
strands of Australian Curriculum.
READING AND VIEWING
The course includes the study of short stories, novel
and film, Shakespearian text and a variety of poetry.
Students develop an understanding of writing
for purpose, audience and context and gather
insights into themes, characterisation and genre.
The exploration of text includes investigation of
electronic modalities such as blogs and websites.

LANGUAGE AND LITERACY
Students are introduced to metalanguage for
effective analysis of text. Their ability to manipulate
language, sentence structure and punctuation
for audience and purpose is further developed.
An awareness of the importance of drafting and
proofreading is promoted in the crafting of accurate
and refined text.
ICT SKILLS
Students are required to use internet research
and develop competencies in word processing and
PowerPoint presentations. Students also build skills
in reading and interpretation of online sources to
encourage 21st Century critical literacy.
ASSESSMENT
Analytical and comparative text response,
oral presentations, creative text response and
examinations.

WRITING
Students compose text for a range of purposes and
audiences. Students develop their ability to respond
analytically and creatively to a variety of stimuli.
SPEAKING AND LISTENING
Students have the opportunity to complete oral
presentations each semester. They extend their skills
by speaking and listening in a range of contexts.
They participate in role plays, discussion and present
reasoned arguments in formal and informal contexts.

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 English
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OUTDOOR
EDUCATION

Core

Elective

Content and outcomes from the Australian ‘Health &
Physical Education’ curriculum has been interwoven into
The Rite Journey. Focus areas from the HPE curriculum
tailored to and addressed in Year 9 include:

This elective introduces students in Year 9 to the
challenges and rewards available in the outdoor
environment. Students will develop an understanding
of the issues affecting outdoor adventure activities
and will acquire practical knowledge of equipment,
skills and safety.

ARTS
THE RITE JOURNEY
ENGLISH
HEALTH & PE
HUMANITIES
LOTE
MATHEMATICS
SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY

• Mental Health and Well-being

STEAM

• Relationships and Sexuality
• Challenge and Adventure Activities
• Games and Sports

YEAR 9
Health & PE

There will be both theoretical and practical
components to the unit. A significant emphasis is put
on team building and leadership skills. Activities that
incorporate these skills may include canoeing, rafting,
archery, orienteering, initiative challenges, camp craft,
circus skills and bushwalking.
The aim of excursions is to strengthen theoretical lessons
and reinforce practical school lessons with authentic
challenges in a safe and controlled environment.
LEVY
The levy for Outdoor Education is $180 per Semester.
This covers all compulsory excursions. There may be
additional costs for additional voluntary excursions.
NOTE
The nature of activities/excursions will change
depending on the time of year and season in which
this elective runs.
THIS SUBJECT FORMS A BASIS FOR
The Outdoor Education elective is recommended
for the practically minded student who loves being
physically active or will be interested in undertaking a
VET course in Sport & Recreation in Years 10-12.

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Health & PE
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Outdoor Education

“It’s impossible” said pride.
“It’s risky” said experience.
“It’s pointless” said reason.
“Give it a try” whispered the
heart.
ANON
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GEOGRAPHY

HISTORY

HUMANITIES

Core (One Semester)

Core (One Semester)

LOTE

BIOMES (PLACES) AND FOOD SECURITY

MOVEMENT OF PEOPLES (1750-1901)

MATHEMATICS

Through a geographical inquiry students investigate a
range of biomes (places) selected from the following:
aquatic, forest, grassland, desert and tundra. They will
study how their geographical characteristics have been
modified for food production and how these changes
have affected the environment and how this will affect
future food security.

The experiences of slaves, convicts and free settlers upon
departure, their journey abroad, and their reactions
on arrival, including the Australian experience (social,
cultural and economic).

THE RITE JOURNEY
ENGLISH
HEALTH & PE

SCIENCE
TECHNOLOGY
STEAM

GEOGRAPHIES OF INTERCONNECTIONS
Through fieldwork inquiry students investigate the
interconnections between people and places through
such things as trade, tourism, transport, sport, culture
and communications. Students will study the social,
economic and environmental changes that can develop
as a result of these interconnections.
THIS SUBJECT FORMS A BASIS FOR
VCE Geography.
ASSESSMENT
Assessment for Humanities is an ongoing process
and consists of a variety of projects and assignments
across the year. These assessments may include; source
analysis tasks, geographical report writing, fieldwork,
multimodal tasks and presentations. Students will also
complete semester exams.

Changes in the way of life of a group(s) of people
who moved to Australia in this period, such as free
settlers on the frontier in Australia (social, cultural and
economic).
The short and long-term impacts of the movement of
peoples during this period - particularly on Indigenous
Australians (social, cultural and economic).
AUSTRALIA AND ASIA (1750-1918)
The position of the Asian society in relation to other
nations in the world around the turn of the twentieth
century (that is 1900), including the influence of key
ideas such as nationalism.
The significance of ONE key event that involved
the Asian society and European power(s), including
different perspectives of the event at the time.
WORLD WAR I (1914-1918)
Students investigate key aspects of World War I and
the Australian experience, including the nature and
significance of the war in the world and Australian
history.
ASSESSMENT

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Geography
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 History

Assessment for Humanities is an ongoing process and
consists of a variety of projects and assignments across
the year. These assessments may include; source analysis
tasks, historical essay writing, research tasks (historical
and geographical) and presentations. Students will
also complete semester exams.

“The study of
geography is
more than just
memorising places
on a map. It’s about
understanding the
complexities of our
world.”
BARACK OBAMA
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LIKE A BO$$

INDONESIAN

Elective

Elective

This semester elective has been designed to provide
students with the foundations of what it takes to establish
and operate a small business, whilst also managing their
personal finances ‘Like a Bo$$’. Every minute of every hour
of every day across the world, consumers, businesses and
governments interact, exchanging goods and services that
impact each other’s lives. Businesses thrive when their staff
have the skills of collaboration, critical thinking, problemsolving and an entrepreneurial mindset. This subject
develops the students’ skills in these important areas and
offers them an appreciation of the evolving nature of
business in a rapidly changing world. Students will also
have the opportunity to understand the concept of money
and the importance of making informed decisions about
how to manage their own personal finances. Students
will explore different types of investments, how to save,
earn and protect their money. As students move into the
world of work, they will explore the fundamentals of the
banking, taxation and superannuation systems.

The study of Indonesian involves learning the
language of the fourth most populous nation
on earth. Indonesia was once of great strategic
importance, being the fabled spice islands, the sought
after land that inspired the great European voyages
of discovery. With every passing year Indonesia looks
to be regaining its importance in the world. As this
fascinating country of great cultural and natural
diversity is a neighbour of Australia, our students
could benefit greatly from learning the famously
easy language of Indonesia which is also the same
language as is spoken in Malaysia, Singapore and
Brunei.

CONTENT:
• Business Planning
• Globalisation and its impact on the economy
• Earning an income, budgeting
• The banking, taxation and superannuation systems
• Investing, saving, spending and using credit.
ASSESSMENT
Students will be assessed through a variety of methods
including but not limited to business reports, presentations
and business simulated situations.
PATHWAYS

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Indonesian

The course introduces business, legal, economic and
financial concepts to students and is an excellent
preparation for those students wishing to study:
Business Management, Legal Studies and Economics
(via distance) in Years 11 and 12.

CONTENT
Students will expand their vocabulary and develop an
understanding of all the key grammar. The focus of
learning will be on building effective and confident
communicators. Speaking, Reading, Listening, and
Writing are the four key skills.
To boost general knowledge the language is taught
through the context of cultural topics. Key topics
include, Sports and Hobbies; Environment; Going on
Holidays; Ceremonies and Celebrations.

PATHWAYS
Learning a foreign language has many benefits
including boosting mental capabilities, improving
communication and interpersonal skills and
enhancing cross-cultural understanding. In an
increasingly connected world, these skills are
becoming more and more important for further
study and employment opportunities. Indonesian
is the language of nearly 300 million people, and
Australia has many close and increasing links with
Indonesia in the fields of trade, tourism, security
(Indonesian is a very sought after language in
the Australian Defence Department), media,
politics, law and education.
NOTE
It is recommended that students take Indonesian
for a full year, but it can be taken as a semester
subject. Students who have only studied
Indonesian for one semester in Year 9 will still be
allowed to study Indonesian in Year 10.
THIS SUBJECT FORMS A BASIS FOR
Year 10 and VCE Indonesian.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Students will participate in a wide range of learning
opportunities including guided writing, role-plays,
on-line activities, comprehension and translation
tasks, cultural research, group work and language
games. Students will be exposed to authentic texts
from a variety of sources including magazines, films,
advertisements and songs.

“Do you know
what a foreign
accent is? It’s a
sign of bravery.”
AMY CHUA
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MATHEMATICS
Core
The Year 9 Mathematics course aims to develop students’
understanding of mathematical concepts and processes,
enabling them to pose, explore and solve problems in the
areas of: Number & Algebra, Measurement & Geometry,
and Statistics & Probability.
Within these areas, students will specifically gain the
following skills:
NUMBER AND ALGEBRA
• Apply the index laws using integer indices to
variables and numbers, express numbers in
scientific notation and solve problems involving
very small and very large numbers, and check the
order of magnitude of calculations.
• Solve problems involving simple interest.

MEASUREMENT AND GEOMETRY
• Solve measurement problems involving
perimeter and area of composite shapes,
surface area and volume of right prisms and
cylinders, with and without the use of digital
technology.
• Relate three-dimensional objects to twodimensional representations.
• Explain similarity of triangles, interpret ratios
and scale factors in similar figures, and apply
Pythagoras’ theorem and trigonometry to
solve problems involving angles and lengths
in right-angled triangles.
STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

• Use the distributive law to expand algebraic
expressions, including binomial expressions, and
simplify a range of algebraic expressions.

• Compare techniques for collecting data from
primary and secondary sources, and identify
questions and issues involving different data
types.

• Find the distance between two points on the
Cartesian plane and the gradient and midpoint of
a line segment using a range of strategies including
the use of digital technology.

• Construct histograms and back-to-back stemand-leaf plots with and without the use of
digital technology.

• Sketch and draw linear and non-linear relations,
solve simple related equations and explain the
relationship between the graphical and symbolic
forms, with and without the use of digital
technology.

WORKING MATHEMATICALLY WITH ICT
Students will use technology tools such as
graphic calculators, spreadsheets and other
software programs to assist in the creating of
mathematical models to investigate and solve
problems set in a wide range of contexts within
Mathematics.
HOME LEARNING AND ASSESSMENT
Homework and assessment consists of a range
of tasks aimed at reinforcing the students’ inclass learning. Homework tasks include keeping
up with scheduled class work, consolidating the
concepts by revising and applying skills, preparing
and maintaining a bound reference to use as a
guide in tests, exams and written assignments.
This is to encourage exploration and furthering
of mathematics knowledge and skills.

• Identify mean and median in skewed,
symmetric and bi-modal displays and
use these to describe and interpret the
distribution of the data.
• Calculate relative frequencies to estimate
probabilities.
• List outcomes for two-step experiments and
assign probabilities for those outcomes and
related events.

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Maths

“Success is the sum of
small parts repeated
day in and day out.”
R COLLIER
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YEAR 9
Science

FORENSIC
SCIENCE

SCIENCE

Elective

Core

In this elective students have the opportunity to study
the multi-faceted Science behind solving crime. Forensic
Science is particularly engaging and interesting to
students because it incorporates all aspects of Science:
Biology, Physics, Chemistry and Environmental Science
in the fascinating context of crime, which will take place
throughout the semester. Guest speakers and visits to
forensic laboratories are other activities students may
participate in when undertaking Forensic Science.

In Year 9 Science, students continue to gain an
awareness and an appreciation of the dynamic and
changing world in which they live. They develop skills
that enable them to investigate, research, create and
explain the processes that occur around them. They
also become scientifically literate citizens who are able
to debate scientific theories and technologies, as well
as make informed decisions.

CONTENT
• Crime scene analysis
• Criminal profiling
• Fingerprinting
• Chromatography
• DNA analysis
• Dental records
• Ballistics
LEVY

All these skills are taught over the four major science
disciplines: Biology, Chemistry, Physics and Earth and
Space. Each term, students focus on one of the four
disciplines.
CONTENT
Chemistry focuses on reactions that occur in our
everyday world, including combustion and acid/base
reactions.
Biology focuses on the coordination and regulatory
functions within plants and animals and how they
assist them to survive in their environment.

The levy for Forensic Science is $30 for the semester.
This covers excursions and incursions.

Earth and Space uses the theory of plate tectonics
to explain global patterns of geological activity and
continental movement.

PATHWAYS

Physics explains how voltage and current affect the
flow of energy through electrical circuits.

Year 10 Science and Year 10 Advanced Chemistry.

PATHWAYS
Year 10 Science (Core) and any Science elective offered
at Victory.

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Forensic Science
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Science

“Science is simply
the word we use to
describe a method
of organising our
curiosity.”
TIM MINCHIN
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GADGETS

DESIGN TECH: TIMBER

Elective

Elective

In this elective, students will experience the intersection
between Science and Technology.

Design and Technology is a project based subject where
students may select a project of their choosing to
construct. This subject allows students to design, plan,
make and evaluate their own product using timber.
The flexibility in this subject allows students to create
in accordance with their scope of experience, catering
for all levels of aptitude. Projects could range from
game boards and jewellery boxes through to coffee
tables or storage for technology. If you like to design
and construct, this subject is for you!

Scientists are constantly discovering and creating new
technological tools, devices and materials to help us
live and function in our rapidly changing world. In this
area of study, students will have the opportunity to
design and build working scientific models. With each
discovery, the gap between technology and creativity
narrows. Students will learn how to use technological
skills to create amazingly creative devices. Tinkering is the
opportunity for students to slow down, become deeply
engaged in an investigation of scientific phenomena, and
make something based on their own understanding.
Students will have the opportunity to explore electronics,
soldering, electricity and investigating by creating a variety
of models which might include robots and machines, as
well as a variety of alternative-based circuitry. Students
will build confidence in their ability to create a variety
of hi-tech devices, explore the overlap between the
creative and scientific world and gain skills relevant to the
burgeoning world of science and technology.
CONTENT

REQUIREMENTS
Students are required to bring a display folio for their
design work and their pencil case to class. Footwear
for practical lessons should be sturdy, leather and fully
covered.
LEVY

• Electricity and Electronics (Physics)

The levy for Design Tech: Timber is $120 for the
semester. This covers materials provided by the College.

LEVY

PATHWAYS

A levy of $25 per student for the year offers the opportunity
to keep several of the gadgets created during the course
and pays for consumables like solder and circuits.

Design Tech: Timber – Year 10, VET Building &
Construction, VET Furniture Making.

PATHWAYS

> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Design Tech: Timber

The content of this subject focuses on the use of
timber allowing students to cover a range of processes
and equipment such as hand and power tools, and
machinery which are appropriate for the various
projects.

• Model Construction
• Technological Applications

More Information

CONTENT

Year 10 Science, Year 10 Electronics.

Carpenter Hourly Rate:
Standard $100/hr
If you watch $150/hr
If you help $175/hr
If you worked on it first $200/hr
If you tell me how $250/hr
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FOOD
TECHNOLOGY

INNOVATIVE
& IMMERSIVE
TECHNOLOGIES

Elective

Elective

In this unit students will experiment using design
process to investigate, design, produce and evaluate
different recipes and food products independently
and collaboratively. They will use a range of different
ingredients, equipment and recipes whilst also
developing a basic understanding of the methods of
cookery and the sensory properties of food. They will
have the opportunity to explore the processes involved
in getting food from paddock to plate as well as the
implications this has on the environment.

In this subject students will have the opportunity to
explore and interact with a variety of immersive and
interactive technologies. If you are interested in creating
and engaging with a variety of technologies, this is for
you! This is a practical subject where students can interact
and create their own Virtual Reality (VR) technologies
and develop prototype solutions using 3D Printing
Technologies.

Students are required to wear black leather closed in
school shoes for all practical classes.

Students will gain an understanding of the potential
benefits and consequences of these immersive/innovative
technologies on society. Throughout the subject students
gain an understanding of digital systems and how to
solve problems using a variety of digital processes. When
defining such problems students consider the functional
and non-functional requirements of a solution through
interacting with clients and regularly reviewing processes.
Solutions are developed using a problem solving
methodology to present and document their projects.

LEVY

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Completion of this unit will provide students with the
background understanding and skills for future food
studies as well as being able to prepare food for their
own future needs.
REQUIREMENTS

The levy for Food Technology is $160 for the semester.
This covers materials provided by the College.
PATHWAYS
Year 10 Food Technology and VET Hospitality.

YEAR 9
Technology

• Investigate emerging technologies and their
potential benefits and consequences to society.
• Explore, understand and create a virtual reality
world for others to experience.
• Investigate how prototypes can now be created
using CAD designing software and develop their
solutions using 3D Printers.
LEVY
The levy for Digital Technology is $30 for the semester.
This covers materials provided by the College.
PATHWAYS

More Information
> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 Food Technology

VCE Applied Computing, VCE Data Analytics.

“Innovation is a
mixture of the old and
the new with a dash of
surprise.”
AL ETMANSKI
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LEGIT HOODIE TECH

STEAM

Elective

Elective

Enter the world of urban street wear. Legit Hoodie
Tech is all about the hoodie – think Ghanda, Nike and
street fashion labels. This subject allows students to
design, plan and make a hooded jumper with a focus on
contemporary screen printing technology. Students will
build on the knowledge gained in Year 8 Art and their
use of Adobe Illustrator, and take these skills to a whole
new level to design and print imagery onto fabric.

In this elective, students will continue to build on STEAM
skills and capabilities developed in previous years of study.
Through project-based learning students are given the
opportunity to extend their knowledge and skills to design
and create solutions to problems. The interdisciplinary
nature of Science, Technology, Engineering, Art and
Mathematics allows students to develop as 21st Century
learners and develop skills applicable to the workforce.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

Scientists and Engineers are constantly discovering and
creating new technological tools, devices and materials to
help us live and function in our rapidly changing world.
Learn how to put your STEAM skills and capabilities into
practice to create and improve devices or learn how to
use your artistic talent to create innovative models.
Students will have the opportunity to explore, artificial
intelligence, automation, writing code, investigating,
3D printing solutions and applying the design process to
new ideas. Additionally, students will build confidence
in their ability to create a variety of hi-tech devices,
explore the overlap between the creative and scientific
world and gain skills relevant to the burgeoning world of
technology.

This elective focuses on the use of garment construction
skills to sew a hooded jumper on the sewing machine,
following a commercial sewing pattern. Students will
design imagery for screen printing using computer
software. Students will gain new skills in construction
methods using stretch fabrics. The culmination of the
unit is to compose an authentic fashion photograph
featuring their hoodie.
Students are required to bring a display folio for their
design work and their pencil case to class.
LEVY
The levy for Legit Hoodie Tech is $90 for the semester.
This covers materials provided by the College.

> VLC Cirrus: Year 9 STEAM

• Model Construction

PATHWAYS

• Robotic Studies

Studio Arts VCE.

• Technological Applications

It can lead to careers in Printing & Graphic
Communication, Photography & Photo Imaging, Interior
Design or Fashion Design.

More Information

CONTENT

• Coding
LEVY
The levy for STEAM is $10 for the semester. This covers
materials provided by the College.
PATHWAYS
Year 10 Science, Year 10 Electronics and VCE Applied
Computing.

“Nothing is
impossible. The
word itself says
I’m Possible”
AUDREY HEPBURN
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Remember to submit your subject preference online

www.selectmysubjects.com.au
Return a printed and signed receipt to the
Administration Office by 9am, Tuesday 4th August 2020

FOUNDATION TO YEAR 12

Victory Lutheran College
28 Drage Road, Wodonga
Enquiries 02 6057 5859
Email reception@vlc.vic.edu.au

www.vlc.vic.edu.au
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